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The Patented Hydro Quick Hitch Manifold 

system allows the swing tube to be attached 

to the tractors quick hitch. The Quick Hitch 

Manifold can then be attached to different 

types of tool bars. So if you’re an applica-

tor who deals with many different variables 

(terrain, manure type, application rate) 

this feature allows you to adapt to different 

types of tool bars with the investment of 

only one swing tube and manifold system.

Hydro Quick Hitch Manifold

Toolbar Features

Gives even flow to each injector regardless 

with the GPM of Flow is 200-2000 GPM. 

The rotating equalizer feeds each outlet as it 

turns past the outlet (2”, 2.5” or 3”) The wing 

space is predetermined by the number and 

size of the outlets in the manifold. The high-

er the GPM the less outlets are closed off.

Hydro Equalizer Manifold

Allows pigs to leave the system 
without having to remove the 
equalizer manifold.

Pig Launcher◊

Lets you turn around in the field.
Double Swivel◊

The Patented Jag Swivel makes 
turning around easier by allowing 
the hose to twist without kinking.

Jag Swivel◊

Krohne Flow Meter

A Remote digital readout in the trac-
tor cab gives the operator instant 
reading of the gallons per minute and 
total gallons pumped for accurate ap-
plication rates per acre. Krohne Flow 
Meters are available 4",6" & 8" and 
are compatible with  GPS devices.



The Hydro Spray bar is available in either pull 

type or quick hitch from 24' up to 36' width. 

Each splash pan is capable of covering up to 3'.

No Till Toolbars

Tilling Types

The Hydro Coulter is a 22.5" disk designed with lube free piv-
ot points and only 2 have moving parts. The spindle is drilled 
for auto lube and includes a 6 bolt 3,500lb Double Sealed Hub.

Minimum Till Toolbars

The Dietrich Series 70 tillage shanks are designed to pen-
etrate frozen soil. To prevent Breakage, the sweeps are 
attached to a 1.25" x 2" edge bent alloy steel shank to 
allow side movements when striking rocks. The com-
bination of shanks and coulters lifts soil less than 1.25"

AerWay Shattertines have a patented twist that lifts and shatters 
soil sideways, leaving  the integrity of your soil profile intact and 
residue on the surface for conservation compliance. When com-
bined with a Hydro Quick Hitch Manifold System & a Dou-

ble Swivel , you can turn around in the field without backing 
up.  Directional flow spray pans help keep manure of the Aer-
Ways bearings and equipment. All Hydro manure accessories 
can be pinned and bolted on to a pull type AerWay in Minutes

Standard Till Toolbars

Hydro  Engineering's pull-type front folding toolbar has 
a 24" track system and uses Dietrich 12" high sweeps 
for tilling. It also comes with a double mount manifold, 
6" Krohn Flow Meter and 6" double swivel pig shooter.
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Think Safety First, Always make sure you and your operators read the Operator’s Manual and understand your equipment before use. Never Operate the equipment 
without all the shields, protective devices and structures in place.  Be sure to pay close attention to the labels and decals on the equipment they are there for your 
safety.

Quality Systems, Quality Solutions


